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NOTHING
COMPARES

Pioneers of the British steel windows industry over 160 years  
ago, The Crittall name has become synonymous with unparalleled  
quality and engineering excellence across the globe. Throughout 
the decades, product styling and specifications have evolved,  
and so have we. 

Traditionally specified for heritage and refurbishment projects, 
Crittall is now the product of choice for custom contemporary, 
commercial or residential refurbishment projects and new builds. 
Our vision, innovation and solutions-led design and manufacturing 
expertise set us apart.

Many have tried to imitate, but nothing compares to Crittall.



INNERVISION®

Designed with modern living in mind, InnerVision bespoke  
steel-framed internal screens open up endless possibilities,  
adding a whole new perspective to interiors. 

Ingeniously designed and skilfully engineered to open up living, 
commercial, academic and retail spaces, the strength, durability 
and ultra slim profile allow the sub-division of internal spaces,  
providing light transmission with a range of glazing options  
for privacy and reduced noise. 

Innovative thinking, shaped by centuries of steel making tradition.

INNERVISION®



THERM50®

Where enhanced thermal performance is required  
to meet regulatory requirements or heightened  
comfort is desired, Therm50 ingeniously combines 
traditional aesthetics with contemporary materials  
to deliver the solution.

Incorporating advanced thermal barrier technology, 
it features a high-density isolator in combination 
with double or triple pane insulating glass units  
(up to 37mm). Therm50 is available in opening  
styles to suit all types of building from modern  
new-build to traditional restorative projects.

THERM50®



HOMELIGHTPLUS®

The archetypal Crittall design, HomelightPlus has been restyled 
and re-engineered to provide enhanced thermal performance and 
security, reduced air filtration and optional multi-point locking 
systems, whilst maximizing the benefit of natural daylight. 

Hot-dip galvanized and Duralife™ powder coated, HomelightPlus 
is virtually maintenance free and offers unrivalled durability. These 
elegant custom window solutions offer the slimmest profiles and 
minimal sightlines — a foundation on which Crittall has built a 
solid reputation.

HOMELIGHTPLUS®



CLEANVENT®

CLEANVENT®

This custom designed, high-specification  
sliding security window has been developed  
from research and testing with health trusts and  
institutions, offering a unique steel or aluminium 
window system to provide unrivalled security  
and safety, that’s easy to clean from all sides. 

Manufactured with protected glazing behind  
a built-in security mesh, CleanVent has been  
rigorously weather-tested and is thermally  
enhanced for optimum performance. With  
anti-contraband, escape and burglar grilles 
and a unique anti-ligature vent frame with  
a SecureLock mechanism, systems can be  
customized for individual projects. 
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This brochure has been produced for the AIA Exhibition NY May 2018 to show the selection of products on display.  
Full details of our ranges and services can be found by visiting www.crittall-windows.com
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